
The future concept for
sustainable and profi table agriculture!



KOMBINATION
„KLIMA-FALKE 3M“

- 4 x Tines, 75 cm row distance
  Row distance 70cm
- WORKING WIDTH 3 M
- Extra heavy construction, tines St. 52 
  Frame construction for use tractors up 
  to 250 HP.
- lifting tops for double side use 
- double working acres.
- Exhaust gas placement tubes welded
  at rear of tines
  3-point tractor attachment incl. bolts 
  2 x 32 mm, 1 x 25mm
- Top link provision at rear for further atachments.
- 4 x Combridge roller elements for setting working 
  depth and distance of tines to roller.
- Bracket for easy � t of cutter discs

8x cutter discs dm450mm
with brackes and hight adjustable
Lower linkage three pont frame rein forced version
(top ling attachment point is already on the frame)
Hight and length adjustable to � t a seeder after the 
striplift
Hydraulic FAN Dm 395mm high air � ow version 
Dm100mm
Inlet tube with quick coupling dm 40mm outlets 8 pcs
for metal hose to supply the exhaust gas to the welded
tubes behind tines
Hydraulic motor incl. hoses oil � ow max 20 lit/min, 
max. oit � ow of system 50-lit

Mounting frame for metal tube and collector on the
tractor exhaust pipe. Height and length adjustable collec-
tor that can be rotated to the exhaust

1. Exhaust pipe

    Installation between tractor exhaust and metal hose

2. Metal suction hose DM 100mm, per meter of installa-
    tion between the tractor exhaust and the fan

3. Metal hose DM 30mm, per meter of assembly
    between the outlets of the fan drive and
    the pipes of the shares of the basic device

4. Steel tube set DM 40mm
   For welding to the prongs of the basic device
   Hose clamp set, complete
    - Hose clamps for metal hose DM 100mm
    - Hose clamps for metal hose DM 30mm / 40mm
    oil cooler

Additional equipment



TIEFENLOCKERER
„KLIMA-FALKE 5,6M“

8 x Tines Row distance 70cm
WORKING WIDTH 5,6M
Extra heavy frame for use with tractors up to 250 HP
Exchangeable lift shares (double side use) double working time
Exhaust gas tubes welded on rear of tines 3 point with bolts
(2x32mm, 1 x 25mm) to attach on tractor
Top link point at rear for comination with seeder
8xcombirdge Roller elements with brackets to adjust working depth
Brackets are designed to adjust also distance between tines and Rollers. Welding plates 
for easy � tting of 8 x Gutter disc

Hydraulically driven exhaust fan with 2x return hose and plug-in coupling
Size 4 pressureless return to the tractor hydraulics
10m metal hose DM 100mm including pipe, pipe bend 90 ° and collecting funnel
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